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About me: 

Argentina 
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United States 
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General Inspiration: 
 

Formal standardized music education does not encourage "audiation". 

Concept of Audiation  
Audiation is the foundation of musicianship. It takes place when we hear and comprehend 
music for which the sound is no longer or may never have been present. One may audiate 
when listening to music, performing from notation, playing “by ear,” improvising or 
composing. 
 
Audiation is not the same as aural perception, which occurs simultaneously with the 
reception of sound through the ears. It is a cognitive process by which the brain gives 
meaning to musical sounds.  
 
Audiation is the musical equivalent of thinking in language. !!! 
 
The term “audiation” was coined around 1976 by music professor, researcher, theorist, and 
author Dr. Edwin Gordon (1927-2015) 
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The most important musicians in popular music learned naturally from audiation: 
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https://www.sightreadingfactory.com/practice/sr/play?keySigs=C%20Major&timeSigs=4/4&levelId=s~3&mediumId=guitar 
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Al menos los estudios de Carulli y de Leavitt eran súper musicales…. 
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Use of RNN for Musical Training 
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Ciertas notas/silencios que no 
reconocía  control de consistencia 

Cambio de Tonalidad 
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Bars creation 
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Key invariance 
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176 canciones (sólo en 4/4) 
 
8183 compases  
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1) Objective: Generation of Tango melodies, to be executed in a sheet music editing 

software, a music education app or an audio player. 
 

2) Representation: symbolic, Note Hold-End representation in DeepBach style, with note 
name in MIDI format, "r" symbol for rest, and a "_" sign, indicating the addition of a 
sixteenth note (0.25 quarter note, "quarterLength") to the previous note. We would 
end up with three symbols for staff events: note, rest and extension of a sixteenth note.  
 

3) Arquitecture: LSTM and GAN .  
 

4) Challenge: To simulate real-life musical situations and to exercise listening skills. 
 

5) Strategy: first start with recurrent networks of the LSTM type. To these will be added 
methods of sampling, such as temperature and k and p sampling. I will then 
experiment with GANs conditioned on the underlying chord progression.  

 

Five Dimension Analysis for Music Generation with DL (Briot et al.) 
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Melody generated by the model 
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Future Work 
Part A: improvement of monophonic melodies 
1. Curation of the corpus, incorporating chords 
2. Testing alternative recurrent network architectures (LSTM) with Attention 

(Transformers) 
 

Part B:  
1. Conditioning the generation of melodies to a given harmony (underlying chord 

progression). 
Analysis of conditional adversarial generative architecture. 
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.10847 
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Evaluation of generative models in music 

Objective evaluation in music generation: 
 
(i) probabilistic measures with-out musical domain knowledge,  
(ii) task/model specific metrics 
(iii) metrics using general musical domain knowledge. 
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My research 
Song empirical probabilty 
mass ditributions of new 
metrics: 
 
• Alterations per bar 
• Note durations per bar 
• Changes in melodic 

direction 
• Melodic range 
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Statistical similarity between two empirical mass probability distributions 

Kullback-Leibler 

Shannon-Jensen 


